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A blend of Single Malt Scotch Whiskies 
distilled in the Island regions of Scotland

The Mossburn Signature Casks range of whiskies showcase the typical 
characters of Scotland’s regional malts. This is an exemplary expression 
of the island style of Malt Whisky, with further influence from our 
signature cask bill designed specifically to enhance the characteristics 
we love in coastal malts.

SMOKE and SPICE - RB/FB/HT - Matured under the 
influence of 3 different cask woods: RB (Re-use American Whisky 
Barrels) / FB (First-fill Bourbon Staves) / HT (Heavy Toast Heads)

Tasting Notes
No doubting the signature Island smoke and spice immediately 
apparent on the nose, but this is more a seductive clove and pot-pourri 
spice rather than medicinal coastal woodsmoke. The oak influence is 
more visible in the flavor with a touch of tannin and spice on the initial 
taste which mellows with heathery dried fruit and more pepper coming 
through later. The finish is long with a little dry fiery kick at the close.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
This Blended Malt is an excellent 
example that illustrates the classic 
regional flavors of a well-balanced, 
complex Scotch Malt Whisky.
The master blender has chosen a 
number of mature whiskies from 
different Scottish Island distilleries 
that illustrate the typical smoky, 
phenolic maritime flavors of a traditional peated malt whisky.
These whiskies were aged in American Oak barrels prior to their initial 
blending and were then matured for a second period in our proprietary 
Mossburn Casks. These casks were first fill ex-Bourbon barrels with 
toasted virigin European heads which provide additional smoky spice 
and an increased depth. Bottled at 46% alc./vol. without any coloring or 
chill filtration.

Product Blend of Island Single Malt Scotch Whiskies

ABV 46%

Volume 750ml

Pack size 6

UPC 8-10913-03001-4 

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY
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A blend of Single Malt Scotch Whiskies
distilled in the Speyside region of Scotland

The Mossburn Signature Casks range of whiskies showcase the typical 
characters of Scotland’s regional malts. This is a classic expression of 
Speyside Malt Whisky, with further influence from our signature casks 
which were designed specifically to enhance the characteristics we look 
for in this style of malt.

Tasting Notes
Clean light sherry and oaky spice on the nose with vanilla and heathery 
notes coming through as it develops in the glass. The heavily charred 
barrel ends and oloroso influence have combined to give a rich flavor 
without any sense of a cloying or over-sweetened profile. Light citrusy 
spice, white pepper and a touch of exotic fruit come to the front before 
the sherry influence rolls it all back together again.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
This Blended Malt is an excellent 
example that illustrates the classic 
regional flavors of a well-balanced, 
complex Scotch Malt Whisky.
The master blender has chosen a 
number of mature whiskies from 
different Speyside distilleries that 
illustrate the typical Speyside Malt 
flavors of honey, spice and delicate floral nuttiness.
These whiskies were aged in American Oak barrels prior to their initial 
blending and were then matured for a second period in our specially 
coopered custom-made Mossburn Casks. These casks were specially 
built Oloroso Sherry Butts with heavily charred virgin American Oak 
heads which enhance the richness, depth and spicy vanilla flavors. 
Bottled at 46% alc./vol. without any coloring or chill filtration.

Product Blend of Speyside Single Malt Scotch Whiskies

ABV 46%

Volume 750ml

Pack size 6

UPC 8-10913-03000-7 

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY

RICH - RB/OS/HC - Matured under the influence of 3 different 
cask woods: RB (Re-use American Whisky Barrels) / OS (Oloroso 
Sherry Butts) / HC (Heavy Char Heads)
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The Mossburn Vintage Casks range are a collection of Single Malt 
Scotch Whiskies each issuing from a strictly limited and select batch 
of casks. Each numbered release will only ever yield a finite number 
of bottles. While this means that we can never replicate the particular 
character of this Single Malt, it also offers an opportunity to sample 
what we believe to be an exceptional example of the whisky made by 
one of Scotland’s most distinguished distilleries.

Tasting Notes
On the outskirts of the town of Elgin, Linkwood Distillery makes light, 
delicate, fragrant, Speyside whisky, which has a fresh grassy fragrance 
when young. Here the refill barrels have limited the oak to a spicy 
backnote and it has developed a nose of white flowers with hints of 
lemongrass and white pepper. Crystalized fruit and barley sugar on the 
palate with a lightly honeyed citrus note throughout.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
For this Vintage Casks range we have 
sought out Single Malts of interest, 
issued from specific vintages, with full 
traceability of the distillation and cask 
aging they have undergone.
The master blender has specially 
selected these barrels from our aging 
warehouses, where many Single Malt 
Casks lie slowly maturing, as worthy of special Mossburn Distillers & 
Blenders bottling. Each batch exhibited the classic hallmarks of balance, 
depth and complexity that only the best Single Malts can deliver.
This select Single Malt Scotch Whisky has been bottled without any 
coloring or chill filtration.

Product Speyside Single Malt Scotch Whisky

ABV 46%

Volume 750ml

Pack size 6

UPC 8-10913-03002-1 

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY

AGED 10 YEARS IN CASK
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The Mossburn Vintage Casks range are a collection of Single Malt 
Scotch Whiskies each issuing from a strictly limited and select batch 
of casks. Each numbered release will only ever yield a finite number 
of bottles. While this means that we can never replicate the particular 
character of this Single Malt, it also offers an opportunity to sample 
what we believe to be an exceptional example of the whisky made by 
one of Scotland’s most distinguished distilleries.

Tasting Notes
Located very close to the mouth of the River Spey on the northern 
coastline of Moray, the Inchgower Distillery produces quite heavy spicy 
malt with a distinct coastal salinity. The flavor has developed further in 
casks to give some oaky structure but the refill hogsheads have allowed 
the natural spice, candied orange and cloves on the nose to come 
through. Further flavors develop on the palate with notes of nuttiness, 
allspice and pepper.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
For this Vintage Casks range we have 
sought out Single Malts of interest, 
issued from specific vintages, with full 
traceability of the distillation and cask 
aging they have undergone.
The master blender has specially 
selected these barrels from our aging 
warehouses, where many Single Malt 
Casks lie slowly maturing, as worthy of special Mossburn Distillers & 
Blenders bottling. Each batch exhibited the classic hallmarks of balance, 
depth and complexity that only the best Single Malts can deliver.
This select Single Malt Scotch Whisky has been bottled without any 
coloring or chill filtration.

Product Speyside Single Malt Scotch Whisky

ABV 46%

Volume 750ml

Pack size 6

UPC 8-10913-03004-5

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY

AGED 10 YEARS IN CASK
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The Mossburn Vintage Casks range are a collection of Single Malt 
Scotch Whiskies each issuing from a strictly limited and select batch 
of casks. Each numbered release will only ever yield a finite number 
of bottles. While this means that we can never replicate the particular 
character of this Single Malt, it also offers an opportunity to sample 
what we believe to be an exceptional example of the whisky made by 
one of Scotland’s most distinguished distilleries.

Tasting Notes
On the banks of the River Tummel in Pitlochry, Perthshire; Blair Athol 
Distillery has long supplied rich malty spirit to many a blended whisky. 
After ten years in cask our whisky shows toasted cereal, fresh straw 
and lemon on the nose with a honeyed cereal palate backed by hints of 
nutty, cardamom spice and we have chosen to bottle at cask strength to 
add additional weight to the malty red fruits on the finish.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
For this Vintage Casks range we have 
sought out Single Malts of interest, 
issued from specific vintages, with full 
traceability of the distillation and cask 
aging they have undergone.
The master blender has specially 
selected these barrels from our aging 
warehouses, where many Single Malt 
Casks lie slowly maturing, as worthy of special Mossburn Distillers & 
Blenders bottling. Each batch exhibited the classic hallmarks of balance, 
depth and complexity that only the best Single Malts can deliver.
This select release has been bottled at cask strength, without any 
coloring or chill filtration, to showcase the purest expression of the 
Single Malt’s character.

Product Highland Single Malt Scotch Whisky

ABV 59.8% - bottled at cask strength

Volume 750ml

Pack size 6

UPC 8-10913-03003-8

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY

AGED 10 YEARS IN CASK
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The Mossburn Vintage Casks range are a collection of Single Malt 
Scotch Whiskies each issuing from a strictly limited and select batch 
of casks. Each numbered release will only ever yield a finite number 
of bottles. While this means that we can never replicate the particular 
character of this Single Malt, it also offers an opportunity to sample 
what we believe to be an exceptional example of the whisky made by 
one of Scotland’s most distinguished distilleries.

Tasting Notes
Lying by the Cromarty Firth in the Northern Highlands, the Teaninch 
Distillery utilizes a long fermentation to produce fragrant, oily spirit 
with a distinct grassiness. We have aged this whisky in refill Oloroso 
Butts which have left a delightful bouquet of mixed herbs and spices 
on the nose with a touch of lavender coming through; it has developed 
a rounded, spicy and complex flavor with subtle notes of sweet pepper 
towards the finish. The restricted oak influence from the large 500L 
casks allowed us to bottle this at cask strength to promote the distillery’s 
trademark herbaceousness.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
For this Vintage Casks range we have 
sought out Single Malts of interest, 
issued from specific vintages, with full 
traceability of the distillation and cask 
aging they have undergone.
The master blender has specially 
selected these barrels from our aging 
warehouses, where many Single Malt 
Casks lie slowly maturing, as worthy of special Mossburn Distillers & 
Blenders bottling. Each batch exhibited the classic hallmarks of balance, 
depth and complexity that only the best Single Malts can deliver.
This select release has been bottled at cask strength, without any 
coloring or chill filtration, to showcase the purest expression of the 
Single Malt’s character.

Product Highland Single Malt Scotch Whisky

ABV 59.1% - bottled at cask strength

Volume 750ml

Pack size 6

UPC 8-10913-03007-6 

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY

AGED 10 YEARS IN CASK
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The Mossburn Vintage Casks range are a collection of Single Malt 
Scotch Whiskies each issuing from a strictly limited and select batch 
of casks. Each numbered release will only ever yield a finite number 
of bottles. While this means that we can never replicate the particular 
character of this Single Malt, it also offers an opportunity to sample 
what we believe to be an exceptional example of the whisky made by 
one of Scotland’s most distinguished distilleries.

Tasting Notes
No coastal influence here, but plenty of peat! Ardmore Distillery is in 
the Eastern Highlands and stands out because most of its spirit is made 
from peated barley fermented in 14 wooden washbacks. Here we have 
an initial smokiness from the phenols in the barley re-enforced by being 
aged in re-used Islay barrels. This lifts the woodsmoke elements which 
are then balanced out with some light vanilla and apple notes. More 
smoky flavors and sweeter touches are evident in the flavor with a light 
hint of cloves and woody cinnamon in the finish.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
For this Vintage Casks range we have 
sought out Single Malts of interest, 
issued from specific vintages, with full 
traceability of the distillation and cask 
aging they have undergone.
The master blender has specially 
selected these barrels from our aging 
warehouses, where many Single Malt 
Casks lie slowly maturing, as worthy of special Mossburn Distillers & 
Blenders bottling. Each batch exhibited the classic hallmarks of balance, 
depth and complexity that only the best Single Malts can deliver.
This select Single Malt Scotch Whisky has been bottled without any 
coloring or chill filtration.

Product Highland Single Malt Scotch Whisky

ABV 46%

Volume 750ml

Pack size 6

UPC 8-10913-03006-9 

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY

AGED 9 YEARS IN CASK
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The Mossburn Vintage Casks range are a collection of Single Malt 
Scotch Whiskies each issuing from a strictly limited and select batch 
of casks. Each numbered release will only ever yield a finite number 
of bottles. While this means that we can never replicate the particular 
character of this Single Malt, it also offers an opportunity to sample 
what we believe to be an exceptional example of the whisky made by 
one of Scotland’s most distinguished distilleries.

Tasting Notes
Just outside Elgin in the Spey Valley, the Miltonduff Distillery produces 
a classic, light, floral whisky which develops heathery notes and is 
largely used in two very famous blends. Aged only in first-fill American 
bourbon barrels, this spirit has taken up a delicate oaky spice to match 
the expected light flowery scents on the nose. The flavor develops with 
more dried fruit and some light creamy Scottish fudge, it finishes with a 
touch of carmelized malt and a hint of bitter red fruits.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
For this Vintage Casks range we have 
sought out Single Malts of interest, 
issued from specific vintages, with full 
traceability of the distillation and cask 
aging they have undergone.
The master blender has specially 
selected these barrels from our aging 
warehouses, where many Single Malt 
Casks lie slowly maturing, as worthy of special Mossburn Distillers & 
Blenders bottling. Each batch exhibited the classic hallmarks of balance, 
depth and complexity that only the best Single Malts can deliver.
This select Single Malt Scotch Whisky has been bottled without any 
coloring or chill filtration.

Product Speyside Single Malt Scotch Whisky

ABV 46%

Volume 750ml

Pallet spec. 100 x 6 (5 layers)

UPC 8-10913-03005-2 

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY

AGED 9 YEARS IN CASK
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MBD02_Single Malt No 12 US BOP
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Size
84.5mm x 62mm

Customer 
Mossburn Distillers Limited

Contact 
Maureen Calder

Email address
m.calder@nsdinternational.co.uk

Signed:

Date
24 August 2018

Operator
Derek Dickson

Substrate
M021.02 Tinteretto Guesso

Winding Number:
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m
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Scale: 100%

Our PDF proof is correct for text and for colour separation only not for colour. If you require a more colour
accurate proof we will need to supply you a Calibrated Digital Proof. On our digital proof Please Note:
There may be a variation of overall colour if the surface colour of our material does not match the surface
colour of this proof. The job will be run to the colours indicated in the legend.

Approval

Approved, proceed to production

Amend and re-proof prior to production

Amend and proceed to production

Date:

62mm

4 Read

Outside Wound
Left Hand Edge Leading

MBD02_Mossburn_Single_Malt_No_12_US_BOP

No.1
NO.12 - MACDUFF DISTILLERY - 2007

The Mossburn Vintage Casks range are a collection of Single Malt 
Scotch Whiskies each issuing from a strictly limited and select batch 
of casks. Each numbered release will only ever yield a finite number 
of bottles. While this means that we can never replicate the particular 
character of this Single Malt, it also offers an opportunity to sample 
what we believe to be an exceptional example of the whisky made by 
one of Scotland’s most distinguished distilleries.

Tasting Notes
Distilling commenced in 1963, the modern Macduff interestingly has 
two wash stills and three spirit stills, all of which release their spirit 
through lyne arms that have a 90o right handed angle in them. It also 
has both wooden and stainless-steel fermenters. Perhaps all these 
elements contribute to the balance of fruitiness to cereal notes that this 
whisky presents. The mid palate has ginger, caramel and some softer 
malted cereal finishing lightly with a gentle sweet touch.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
For this Vintage Casks range we have 
sought out Single Malts of interest, 
issued from specific vintages, with full 
traceability of the distillation and cask 
aging they have undergone.
The master blender has specially 
selected these barrels from our aging 
warehouses, where many Single Malt 
Casks lie slowly maturing, as worthy of special Mossburn Distillers & 
Blenders bottling. Each batch exhibited the classic hallmarks of balance, 
depth and complexity that only the best Single Malts can deliver.
This select Single Malt Scotch Whisky has been bottled without any 
coloring or chill filtration.

Product Highland Single Malt Scotch Whisky

ABV 46%

Volume 750ml

Pallet spec. 100 x 6 (5 layers)

UPC 8-10913-03008-3 

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY

AGED 10 YEARS IN CASK
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No.1
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 Product Description
MBD02_Single Malt No 13 US BOP
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 Customer Partcode
00122094

Size
84.5mm x 62mm

Customer 
Mossburn Distillers Limited

Contact 
Maureen Calder

Email address
m.calder@nsdinternational.co.uk

Signed:

Date
24 August 2018

Operator
Derek Dickson

Substrate
M021.02 Tinteretto Guesso

Winding Number:

84
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m
m

Ink Colour

Cyan
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Black

Pantone 295 U

Scale: 100%

Our PDF proof is correct for text and for colour separation only not for colour. If you require a more colour
accurate proof we will need to supply you a Calibrated Digital Proof. On our digital proof Please Note:
There may be a variation of overall colour if the surface colour of our material does not match the surface
colour of this proof. The job will be run to the colours indicated in the legend.

Approval

Approved, proceed to production

Amend and re-proof prior to production

Amend and proceed to production

Date:

62mm

4 Read

Outside Wound
Left Hand Edge Leading

MBD02_Mossburn_Single_Malt_No_13_US_BOP

NO.13 - CRAIGELLACHIE DISTILLERY - 2007

The Mossburn Vintage Casks range are a collection of Single Malt 
Scotch Whiskies each issuing from a strictly limited and select batch 
of casks. Each numbered release will only ever yield a finite number 
of bottles. While this means that we can never replicate the particular 
character of this Single Malt, it also offers an opportunity to sample 
what we believe to be an exceptional example of the whisky made by 
one of Scotland’s most distinguished distilleries.

Tasting Notes
Not the most picturesque of distilleries, Craigellachie Distillery is 
however ideally situated at the fork of the Spey and Fiddich Rivers. 
Its spirit is weighty even at birth from the long fermentation and adds 
floral and fruit weight as it matures. This bottling from refill hogsheads 
offers pungent fresh cereal with white pepper/gunsmoke notes, 
following up with boiled sweets, toffee malt and finishing with a little 
kick of fire.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
For this Vintage Casks range we have 
sought out Single Malts of interest, 
issued from specific vintages, with full 
traceability of the distillation and cask 
aging they have undergone.
The master blender has specially 
selected these barrels from our aging 
warehouses, where many Single Malt 
Casks lie slowly maturing, as worthy of special Mossburn Distillers & 
Blenders bottling. Each batch exhibited the classic hallmarks of balance, 
depth and complexity that only the best Single Malts can deliver.
This select Single Malt Scotch Whisky has been bottled without any 
coloring or chill filtration.

Product Speyside Single Malt Scotch Whisky

ABV 46%

Volume 750ml

Pallet spec. 100 x 6 (5 layers)

UPC 8-10913-03009-0 

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY

AGED 10 YEARS IN CASK
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No.1
No.14 - ROYAL BRACKLA DISTILLERY - 2009

NSD
International

 Product Description
MBD02_Single Malt No 14 US BOP
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 Customer Partcode
00122093

Size
84.5mm x 62mm

Customer 
Mossburn Distillers Limited

Contact 
Maureen Calder

Email address
m.calder@nsdinternational.co.uk

Signed:

Date
24 August 2018

Operator
Derek Dickson

Substrate
M021.02 Tinteretto Guesso

Winding Number:

84
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m
m

Ink Colour

Cyan

Magenta

Yellow

Black

Pantone 295 U

Scale: 100%

Our PDF proof is correct for text and for colour separation only not for colour. If you require a more colour
accurate proof we will need to supply you a Calibrated Digital Proof. On our digital proof Please Note:
There may be a variation of overall colour if the surface colour of our material does not match the surface
colour of this proof. The job will be run to the colours indicated in the legend.

Approval

Approved, proceed to production

Amend and re-proof prior to production

Amend and proceed to production

Date:

62mm

4 Read

Outside Wound
Left Hand Edge Leading

MBD02_Mossburn_Single_Malt_No_14_US_BOP

The Mossburn Vintage Casks range are a collection of Single Malt 
Scotch Whiskies each issuing from a strictly limited and select batch 
of casks. Each numbered release will only ever yield a finite number 
of bottles. While this means that we can never replicate the particular 
character of this Single Malt, it also offers an opportunity to sample 
what we believe to be an exceptional example of the whisky made by 
one of Scotland’s most distinguished distilleries.

Tasting Notes
One of Scotland’s older distilleries, Brackla was founded in 1817. 
The current distillery production is modelled around a medium 
fermentation, with the wash and low wines being forced through 
upwards-angled lyne arms giving abundant reflux and plentiful esters. 
This spirit was aged in smaller bourbon barrels for nine years mellowing 
the fresh fruity original spirit to give dried fruit and oaky spice on the 
nose with the palate adding the distillery’s trademark vanilla baked 
apple and caramel malt.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
For this Vintage Casks range we have 
sought out Single Malts of interest, 
issued from specific vintages, with full 
traceability of the distillation and cask 
aging they have undergone.
The master blender has specially 
selected these barrels from our aging 
warehouses, where many Single Malt 
Casks lie slowly maturing, as worthy of special Mossburn Distillers & 
Blenders bottling. Each batch exhibited the classic hallmarks of balance, 
depth and complexity that only the best Single Malts can deliver.
This select Single Malt Scotch Whisky has been bottled without any 
coloring or chill filtration.

Product Highland Single Malt Scotch Whisky

ABV 46%

Volume 750ml

Pallet spec. 100 x 6 (5 layers)

UPC 8-10913-03010-3 

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY

AGED 9 YEARS IN CASK
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MBD02_Single Malt No 15 US BOP
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Size
84.5mm x 62mm

Customer 
Mossburn Distillers Limited

Contact 
Maureen Calder

Email address
m.calder@nsdinternational.co.uk

Signed:

Date
24 August 2018

Operator
Derek Dickson

Substrate
M021.02 Tinteretto Guesso

Winding Number:
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Scale: 100%

Our PDF proof is correct for text and for colour separation only not for colour. If you require a more colour
accurate proof we will need to supply you a Calibrated Digital Proof. On our digital proof Please Note:
There may be a variation of overall colour if the surface colour of our material does not match the surface
colour of this proof. The job will be run to the colours indicated in the legend.

Approval

Approved, proceed to production
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Amend and proceed to production

Date:
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MBD02_Mossburn_Single_Malt_No_15_US_BOP

No.15 - MANNOCHMORE DISTILLERY - 2007

The Mossburn Vintage Casks range are a collection of Single Malt 
Scotch Whiskies each issuing from a strictly limited and select batch 
of casks. Each numbered release will only ever yield a finite number 
of bottles. While this means that we can never replicate the particular 
character of this Single Malt, it also offers an opportunity to sample 
what we believe to be an exceptional example of the whisky made by 
one of Scotland’s most distinguished distilleries.

Tasting Notes
With eight washbacks and eight stills, Mannochmore lies at the other 
end of the ageing warehouses to its sister distillery Glenlossie, close 
to the town of Elgin in the heart of the Speyside region. The stills are 
slightly thinner and taller than some in the Diageo estate, and this 
emphasises the florality in the newly made spirit. After eleven years 
in cask this has developed some soft fruit, candied cereal notes and 
cinnamon spice with a well-structured and firm finish.

At Mossburn we only produce hand-
crafted whiskies of the highest quality, 
selected from our own aging stock. 
For this Vintage Casks range we have 
sought out Single Malts of interest, 
issued from specific vintages, with full 
traceability of the distillation and cask 
aging they have undergone.
The master blender has specially 
selected these barrels from our aging 
warehouses, where many Single Malt 
Casks lie slowly maturing, as worthy of special Mossburn Distillers & 
Blenders bottling. Each batch exhibited the classic hallmarks of balance, 
depth and complexity that only the best Single Malts can deliver.
This select release has been bottled at cask strength, without any 
coloring or chill filtration, to showcase the purest expression of the 
Single Malt’s character.

Product Speyside Single Malt Scotch Whisky

ABV 55.6%

Volume 750ml

Pallet spec. 100 x 6 (5 layers)

UPC 8-10913-03011-3 

Non chill-filtered, not colored

PRODUCT INFORMATION

PRODUCER SUMMARY

AGED 11 YEARS IN CASK


